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Understanding the doping dependence of the conductivity of conjugated polymers:
Dominant role of the increasing density of states and growing delocalization
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In variable-range-hopping theories for the dc conductivity, the extension of sites where the charges are
located and the energy dependence of the density of states~DOS! are usually neglected. We show that these
dependences are the dominant factors for understanding the strong doping dependence, and present an ana-
lytical theory for arbitrary DOS. We verify the theory with systematic data over a broad range of temperature
and doping for FeCl3-doped poly(p-phenylene vinylene!. By combining theory and data, we reconstruct the
energy-dependent DOS and the extension of sites.
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The strong increase in conductivity with doping of conj
gated polymers was the first essential breakthrough
made the field of polymer electronics the revolutionary fie
that it is today. Although the fact has been demonstrated
discussed many times since,1 the steeply nonlinear functiona
relation between dopant concentration and conductivity
the insulating state has not been consistently explained2–5

For the more frequently studied and equally steep temp
ture dependence of the conductivity,5–8 various approache
exist, which have in common that some kind of phono
assisted hopping between localized states allows the
transport. In these models disorder, correlations and~bi!po-
laron formation can play a role as well and often simplifyi
assumptions have been made about the shape of the de
of states~DOS!.1,5,9–13Because of these differences, it w
be helpful to follow a more general approach, the results
which might also guide more detailed microscopic desc
tions. Here we start from Mott’s three-dimensional~3D! vari-
able range hopping~VRH! and allow for a spatial extensio
of the localized states that were originally approximated
dimensionless points. It appears that without specifying
exact nature of the charge carriers involved in the conduc
ity, we can clarify the relation between conductivity and do
ing level in the nonmetallic state for the common case, wh
3D charge transport prevails already at the lowest dop
levels.14 The major outcomes are as follows.

~1! A fully general analytical result@see Eq.~4!#, identi-
fying how the strong dopant dependence relates to two do
nant effects: the increasing DOS at higher concentratio
and the growth of the delocalized regions. This result
only gives mechanistic insight that was so far absent, bu
mathematically applicable to any shape of the DOS.

~2! An extension@see Eq.~5!#, accounting for the dopant
delocalization dependence, of the classical result of M
which has so far been the reference for modeling
T-dependent variable-range-hopping conductivity in dop
polymers.

~3! Successful verification of the theory with very preci
and systematic data over a broad range of concentration
temperature, using FeCl3-doped poly~p-phenylene vinylene!
~PPV! as paradigm.
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/121203~4!/$20.00 67 1212
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~4! Actual reconstruction, from the combined theory a
data, of the energy-dependent DOS of the doped polym
Although these results are derived for the insulating state,
expect them to be relevant for our understanding of
metal-insulator transition and the metallic phase of th
conjugated polymers as well.

OC1C10-PPV was doped in solution with iron~III !chloride,
FeCl3. Ideally, the following redox reaction should tak
place: PPV12FeCl3→PPV11FeCl21FeCl4

2 . The doping
level c is defined as the number of carriers per monome15

We refer for more details to Ref. 14. Under ambient con
tions, the conductive properties of the films are stable o
several weeks.

The T dependence ofs is presented in Fig. 1, wheres
is plotted versusT21/4 on a log-linear scale. At sufficiently
low T, Mott’s law s(T)5s0exp@2(T0 /T)1/4# for three-
dimensional VRH holds.16 Such aT dependence ofs has
been frequently reported in doped conjugated polymers5–8

and is suggestive of thermally activated tunneling of carri
between localized states in a constant density of states. A
other conjugated polymers,2–5 s increases steeply with dop
ing level: by increasingc from 0.005 to 0.2,s increases by

FIG. 1. ~a! s vs T21/4 for 0.005,c,0.17 ~two samples havec
close to 0.06!. Doping levels are expressed per monomer. At lowT,
Mott’s law s(T)5s0exp@2(T0 /T)1/4# for three-dimensional VRH
holds. Dashed lines are fits discussed in the text. Inset shows
powerlike dependence ofs for 0.01<c<0.1 at 200 K: s}c8

~dashed!.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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seven orders of magnitude. At highT, deviations from Mott’s
law occur: the low-c samples reveal a stronger, and the hig
c samples a weakerT dependence ofs, see Fig. 1.

Qualitatively, the strongc dependence ofs can be under-
stood as follows. Due to disorder and self-trapping~po-
larons!, the electronic states are spatially localized and d
tributed in energy (E). Charge transport occurs by means
VRH. Two contributions tos(c) can be considered. First, i
conjugated polymers the density of~localized! statesg(E) is
energy dependent as schematically indicated in F
2~a!.9,12,17 When filling such a DOS, more states within
given hopping energye5Ehop2EF(c) become available and
this enhancess exponentially. Also doping-induced state
nearEF result in a similar increase ofs. Second, the size o
the localized regions~at least a monomer! may grow with
increasingc ~and thusEF) as well. The rationale behind thi
is that states at highE are less strongly bound by the rando
potential, i.e., are spatially more extended.18 As the number
of states within a given hopping distanceR from these finite-
size localized sites increases with the localization volum
see Fig. 2~b!, s increases strongly as well. Note thats of the
high-c samples is only an order of magnitude below Mot
minimum metallic conductivity at highT, i.e., a point model
of the localized states cannot be expected to hold.

For the peculiarT dependence ofs, we have to keep in
mind that at lowc the hopping energy is relatively larg
since g(EF) is low. If g(Ehop).g(EF), more states are
available for the hopping process than expected for cons
g and also nearest-neighbor hops become more importans
will be activated~e.g., for c50.01 the activation energy i
around 0.5 eV!. At high c, g(EF) is larger resulting in
smaller hopping distances, and thus the nonzero extent o
localized states comes into play: within a given hopping d
tance more states are available and the hop activation en
will decrease. This explains the weakerT dependence ofs
observed at highT and highc.

We now derive a VRH expression fors(c) in a system
with an arbitrary shape ofg(E) and volumeV0 of the local-
ized region. We consider a carrier located at the Fermi le
The squared wave function decays within a length 1/a ~in
point-site models 1/a@A, andL51/a is referred to as the
localization length!. The hopping probability depends exp

FIG. 2. ~a! E vs g(E). States withinEhop andEF(c) are avail-
able for hopping~b! A(c). With increasing extentA of the localized
states the number of available states, within a givenRhop increases.
The typical decay length of the electron densityc2 is 1/a.
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nentially both on the hopping distanceR between the local-
ized regions and the activation energy (E2EF).19 The den-
sity of final sitesN that can be reached with activatio
energy less than E2EF is given by N(E,EF)
5*EF

E g(E8)dE8. Mott’s criterion states thats is governed

by those hops for whichE andR are such that about one sta
lies within a volume V, defined by: VN'1 @hence V
5V(E,EF)].16 For the moment,R is a unique function, to be
specified later, of V and of some lengthA: R(V,A)
5R(E,EF ,A). The conductivity can then be written as16,20

s5s0 exp@2aR̃2b~Ẽ2EF!# ~1!

with b51/(kBT), ands0 a prefactor. The optimal hop en
ergy Ẽ and associated hop distanceR̃ is obtained if aR
1b(E2EF) is minimal or a(]R/]E)EF ,A1b50 for E

5Ẽ. Differentiation of VN'1 to E gives (]/]E)EF ,AVN
50. The condition forẼ then becomes

1

V2
~]V/]R!A5

a

b
g~E! ~2!

for E5Ẽ. These equations establish the optimal hopping
ergy Ẽ5E(b,EF ,A) and hopping distance R̃

5R@Ẽ(b,EF ,A),EF ,A#, which yield the system’s conduc
tivity according to Eq.~1!. The conductivity depends onc via
EF , A, ands0.

To get more insight into these relations, let us study
dependence onc via EF andA explicitly.

S ] ln~s/s0!

]c D
b

5S ] ln~s/s0!

]EF
D

b,A

dEF

dc

1S ] ln~s/s0!

]A D
b,EF

dA

dc
. ~3!

Using Eq. ~1!, at optimum the first term on the righ
can be rewritten as2a(]R̃/]EF)b,A2b(]Ẽ/]EF)b,A1b

5 2 a(]R̃/ ]EF) Ẽ,A2a(]R̃/ ]Ẽ)EF ,A(]Ẽ/]EF)b,A2b (]Ẽ/

]EF)b,A1b 52a(]R̃/]EF) Ẽ,A1b 5b@12g(EF)/g(Ẽ)#.21

In the last step we used the explicit dependence ofR̃ on EF

via Ṽ(Ẽ,EF), which leads to (]R̃/]EF) Ẽ,A5Ṽ2g(EF)(]R̃/
]V)A5(b/a)g(EF)/g(E). Following similar arguments
we rewrite the second term as2a(]R̃/]A)b,EF

2b(]Ẽ/

]A)b,EF
5 2 a(]R̃/ ]A) Ẽ,EF

2a(]R̃/ ]Ẽ ) A,EF
(]Ẽ / ]A)b,EF

2b ( ]Ẽ / ]A)b,EF
5 2 a (]R̃/]A) Ẽ,EF

5 a @12V08(A) / V08 (A

1R̃)#. For the last, line we have to realize thatR̃ is
a function of Ṽ(Ẽ,EF) and A only, and hence (]R/
]A)V(]A/]V)R(]V/]R)A521. We also made a more spe
cific assumptionV5V0(A1R)2V0(A), still with arbitrary
V0, see above. The final expression for the dependenc
s/s0 on c then becomes
3-2
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S ] ln~s/s0!

]c D
b

5bF 1

g~EF!
2

1

g~Ẽ!
G

1aF 1

V08~A!
2

1

V08~A1R̃!
GdA

dc
, ~4!

where we replaceddEF /dc in Eq. ~3! by 1/g(EF). This
expression is particularly suited to illustrate thec depen-
dence ofs. In the limit of low doping@A!R, henceV08(A

1R̃)@V08(A)], the last term reduces toa(dA/dc) or s
}exp@aA(c)#. At sufficiently low temperature, we can replac
the differenceg(EF)2g(Ẽ) by (Ẽ2EF)g8(EF) which can
be neglected. It means that Mott’s formula is recovered:

s5s0~c!eaA(c)e2[T0(c)/T] 1/4
~5!

with the important addition of the factoreaA(c): At a given
temperature, the growth of the localized regime determi
for an appreciable part the increase in conductivity.„In the
limit that V0(A) can be neglected compared toV0(A1R),
the exponential prefactor of Eq.~5! also directly follows
from the usual Mott argument, if we replace the hoppi
variableR by A1R. Outside the localized region the wav
function c @see Fig. 2~b!# decays similarly, but inside i
grows with the same exponential factor as added in Eq.~5!#.
A power-law dependence ofs on c, as is often suggeste
~and also found in our data, where around 200 Ks}cp with
p around 8, see Fig. 1!, then implies a logarithmic depen
dence ofA on c. If the first term in Eq.~4! dominates, ex-
pected forg(EF)!g(E) relevant for a Gaussian or expone
tially growing density of states,9,12 ]c/] ln(s/s0) is a direct
measure ofg(EF).

We now apply this model to reconstruct thec dependence
of A and the density of states as functionEF for the
FeCl3-doped PPV. To obtain an analytic solution, we assu
a ~nearly! constant density of statesN(E,EF)'(E2EF)g
and spherically symmetric volumesV5V0(A1R)2V0(A)
with V0(A)5(4p/3)A3. Under these conditions,VN'1
gives (E2EF)5(A1R̃)(a/4pgb)0.5, while Mott’s criterion
leads to (Ẽ2EF)53/@4pg(R̃31A313A2R̃13AR̃2)#. Sub-
tracting these two equations givesR̃ and by substitution ofR̃
in Ẽ2EF we obtains from Eq.~1!.22 The fits shown in Fig.
1 are based on this solution, which for an appreciable ra
in c ~the lower values! and T ~lower temperatures! has to
coincide with the predictions of Eq.~5!.

Figure 3~a! showsg(EF) as function ofc according to Eq.
~5! with kBT0}a3/g.23 The T0’s are obtained from the low
temperature tails in Fig. 1. The values forc50.01, 0.02,
0.03, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, and 0.17 are, respectively,
3108 K, 1.23108 K, 7.53107 K, 5.43107 K, 3.3
3107 K, 33107 K, and 2.43107 K, while a rough estimate
at c50.005 gives a value of the order of 2.53108. Absolute
values ofg(E) require an estimate ofa21, which is taken as
0.2 nm,24 the volume of a monomer (1 nm3) and the propor-
tionality constant~here we take 12 as will be justified later!.
With these values,T0 of 108 K corresponds tog'1
31044 states/m3 J. This converts tog'231022 states/
12120
s

e

e

.8

eV monomer.g(EF) values fromT0 ~squares! and the fits to
the full expression given above~circles! agree when we ad
just the proportionality constant to 12, which compares w
with theoretical estimates.23 The found dependence ofg(EF)
on c is almost linear; the drawn line in Fig. 3~a! corresponds
to g(EF ,c)50.6c. The energy density of states per mon
mer gm as function ofEF @see Fig. 3~b!# can be calculated
using ERef2EF52*cRef

c @1/gm(c)#dc, which follows from

dEF /dc51/gm(EF). The values found are too high to b
realistic~order of eV!, which is not surprising in view of the
crude assumptions made~especially the value ofa enters
strongly!. We scaled the energy scale@vertical axis in Fig.
3~b!# to reproduce the activation energy of 0.5 eV fou
from the high-T data of c50.01, see Fig. 1. Note that a
increase ofg with c might also result if dopants introduc
additional sites or energy states to which hopping can oc
If so, the reconstructed dependence ofg(E) on c, shown in
Fig. 3~a!, remains valid, but the plot ofE versusg(EF) loses
its validity as it requiresg(E) to bec independent.

Although the almost linear increase ofg(EF) with c ex-
plains theT dependence at low temperature, it cannot expl
the strongc dependence of the data or the deviations
higher temperature. For that purpose, not only the increa
values ofg(E) but also ofA with c have to be taken into
account. Alsos0 is expected to depend slightly onc, e.g. for
a flat density of statess0}g(E,EF)1/2.23 Here we took its
value constant (s0523105 S/m). TheA values, see Fig.
4~a!, range between 1 and 5 nm and follow the logarithm
dependence expected from the power-law behavior see
the inset of Fig. 1. Using voltage modulated millimeter-wa
spectroscopy on light emitting diodes of chemically undop
PPV, a similar localization volume was found.25 Within the
model, a saturation ofA at high doping levels is not surpris
ing as the localized regions start to consume the total av
able volume of the polymer. At low doping levels, the sa
ration length is set by the conjugation length of at least a f
monomers along the chain and a monomer in the perpend
lar direction; because anisotropy is not included in t
simple model, the effective size has to exceed that o

FIG. 3. ~a! g(EF) as a function of doping level.g(EF) is cal-
culated from Eq.~5! ~open circles! and from the model discussed i
the text~closed squares!. ~b! (EF2ERef) vs g(EF). Data are scaled
to reproduce the activation energy of 0.5 eV deduced from the h
T data forc50.01, see Fig. 1.
3-3
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monomer. In Fig. 4~b!, we compare the contributions ofg(c)
andA(c) to s(c) for T5200 K, where we kept the values a
c50.06 as turning point: thes(c) values were calculated
using the calculated values ofg(A) with A(g) fixed to 3.5
nm (g52.4 1044/m3 J). Both contributions appear to have
similar effect.

In short, we have shown that for an explanation of thc

FIG. 4. ~a! A(c) from the fits in Fig. 1 withs0523105 S/m
@for g(c), see Fig. 3#. The dashed line accounts for the saturation
low- and high-c values; the dotted line is the logarithmic depe
dence, expected from the power-law behavior in the inset of Fig
~b! The contributions tos(c) from the c dependence ofA with
fixed g andg with fixed A at 200 K.
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12120
andT dependence ofs in conjugated polymers such as PP
it is essential to take thec dependence of bothg(E) andA
into account. The derived equations are valid for an arbitr
DOS. For a quantitative description of the data set, wh
covers a wide range inc and T, Eq. ~5! is a good starting
point. The growing values ofA and g contribute equally to
the increase by about eight orders of magnitude ins if c
changes from 0.01 to 0.1. These results are not only imp
tant from a fundamental point of view, but for application
dealing with highly conducting polymers as well. It still re
mains a challenge to relate the extracted parameters
specific microscopic model for the conduction in these s
tems ~e.g., metallic islands, extended~bi!polaronic states,
etc.!. The present study provides additional boundary con
tions on such refined models, although complete tes
would require input from other experiments, such as opti
spectroscopy, which probe the charge transport on sho
length and time scales.
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